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LineRate puts the power of custom traffic management within reach
with a high-performance, easy-to-manage application router
designed for application developers.
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High Availability

Sub-second failover
between nodes
Self-healing features with
millisecond process
restart
Features to isolate scripts
Prevents user-script-
induced system-level
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High Performance

Runs on COTS (VM or
bare metal)
180,000 TPS peak (with
new TCP connections per
request)
4 million-plus
simultaneous TCP
connections per node
20-30 Gbps per node
Data for single bare metal
2x6 3.33 Ghz Westmere
node with 10 Gb NICs

Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.

A/B traffic steering for user acceptance testing

Production web traffic replication

1
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Sub-second failover
between nodes
Self-healing features with
millisecond process
restart
Features to isolate scripts
Prevents user-script-
induced system-level
failure
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High Performance

Runs on COTS (VM or
bare metal)
180,000 TPS peak (with
new TCP connections per
request)
4 million-plus
simultaneous TCP
connections per node
20-30 Gbps per node
Data for single bare metal
2x6 3.33 Ghz Westmere
node with 10 Gb NICs

Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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Data for single bare metal
2x6 3.33 Ghz Westmere
node with 10 Gb NICs

Introduction
In today's fast-moving world of application development, the relationship between

development and operations is evolving as the lines between the two groups'

functions blur. To deliver business-critical applications successfully, the goals of

both developers and operations groups need to be met.

Development and operations groups have now widely embraced agile development

methods that allow new code to be delivered in days or weeks instead of months or

quarters. Core tenets of this new style of application development include

automation of all aspects of the environment, total control over deployment, easy

and full-featured management tools, and programmability. DevOps departments and

other groups that have adopted DevOps methodology have been founded to

address the challenges associated with these rapid development methods.

Developers have come to understand that leveraging the power of the network can

be a powerful tool to create, manage, automate, and scale innovative business

solutions that go beyond their traditional domain of the application and web server.

Using these network resources has been difficult, however. None of the available

options have been particularly attractive to developers. Either developers can partner

with network groups to gain access to network-tier hardware or they can spin up

their own proxy instances and string together a series of technologies to meet their

goals.

At the same time, network teams understandably require stability and insight into

the changes that are happening within the network. They need to be able to control

the traffic flow in their network in order to provide stability and maintain uptime.

The LineRate application router enables businesses to efficiently implement a

DevOps mindset, overcome IT inertia, and deliver revenue-generating and mission-

critical applications to users at today's business pace while allowing network teams

the insight and control they need to ensure the stability and uptime that businesses

also require.

The Developer-Centric Application Router as a
Strategic Point of Control
Running business logic at layer 7 in the network stack has been, until now, a

powerful tool reserved for operations groups. The ability to program data pathways

in response to external variables, filter traffic, and transform messages allows

organizations to achieve business goals efficiently. Moreover, this capability is vital to

optimize the use of server resources, improve client response time, and deliver

solutions that are flexible enough to accommodate virtual environments and

scalable application infrastructures.

Today, organizations can bring the full power of the network to the data path in a

variety of ways, from hardware appliances to processes running directly on top of

operating systems. But operating in production and at scale means being able to

offer a rich set of features for developers, while also meeting the stability and

availability needs of the operations group.

To accomplish this daunting task, four primary characteristics are required:

High Availability: Will the component itself remain available even under
adverse circumstances and failure scenarios?
High Performance: Does the component deliver functionality and scale from
the smallest loads all the way up to the largest global traffic patterns?
Easy Management: Is the component manageable for small teams and
flexible enough to provide full access for the largest organizations under the
largest loads?
Programmability: Does the component allow developers to focus on writing
code instead of running a proxy?

Application routers are generally defined as application delivery controllers (ADCs)—

computer systems or applications that provide forward and reverse proxy

capabilities in addition to load balancing, monitoring, and programmability features.

LineRate delivers an application router that both developers and operations teams

can embrace today—and employ going forward to achieve the goals of the

business.

High Availability
Instead of spending time worrying about availability, application developers should

be able to rely on the built-in high-availability features of their proxy—and focus on

creating solutions.

LineRate approaches the issue of high availability from two perspectives: node-to-

node failover and intra-node self-healing features. First, built-in clustering allows an

entire node to automatically fail over to another in the case of total failure. This

means that administrators do not have to string together customer solutions or

even deploy an additional tier of load balancing to achieve high availability. Second,

LineRate brings self-healing internal features, which ensure rapid and automatic

recovery if a script, process, or other issue causes an internal error.

Systems should support the following capabilities:

Sub-second failover from node-to-node, self-healing internal features, and
process watchguards must provide recovery from and backups for a variety of
failover scenarios, including a node failure or a process failure. If a process
fails, the system should restart the process in 2 to 4 milliseconds.
Failures of process, script code errors, and failover-to-next-node errors must
not lead to system-level failures. In many proxy environments, an errant
program that has created a null pointer exception can bring down the entire
device.
The system should absorb 2 million packets per second of SYN flood attacks
and still preserve its management interface, keeping management
performance interactive—even under 100-percent load.

High Performance
The software-based LineRate application router can be deployed on virtual

machines (VM) or bare metal and provides a host of features to ensure that

developers realize the high performance they expect—without the labor-intensive

configuration required to achieve the same performance from commodity operating

systems and open-source solutions.

When deployed on server-grade hardware with qualified 10 gigabit network

interfaces, LineRate has achieved throughput of more than 20 gigabits per second

per node. LineRate is capable of more than 4 million simultaneous TCP connections

per node and over 180,000 transactions per second (measured as new TCP

connections per request).

Easy Management
Because of their critical place in the infrastructure and the complexity often

associated with their deployment, application routers may require greater caretaking

than other pieces of an organization's network architecture. Therefore, a router's

ease of management is a key determinant of whether a deployment will be

successful in the long term.

With LineRate, installations can be automated from the ground up for completely

hands-off installation experiences—critical in all environments, including bare metal,

VM, and cloud. Designed for automated deployment, LineRate also offers support

for PXE boot and diskless installs.

For day-to-day management, LineRate's services are exclusively configurable via

REST APIs. More importantly, the command-line interface (CLI) and GUI also

exclusively use the LineRate APIs, ensuring a consistent experience no matter

which configuration system is utilized. In addition, the CLI is an advanced, tab-

complete environment (with online help and helpful pointers), and the web-based

GUI supports all major web browsers, making LineRate completely automatable

using the REST APIs.

Programmability
The ultimate role of an application router must be its ability to allow applications to

control the data path. Development teams need to write code to implement

business logic at this tier—and therefore the programmability of an application

router becomes its most important capability.

Developers can configure the LineRate data path either via the REST-based API, the

CLI, or the GUI. Alternatively, they can program the data path using Node.js, which

brings several additional benefits. First, it allows developers to leverage the large,

open-source module set from the Node Package Manager (NPM), which currently

hosts more than 46,000 modules. And because Node.js is JavaScript, it is simpler

to program and allows developers to focus on core logic.

DevOps Solution Diagram

LineRate brings together the requirements of availability, performance, management, and
programmability in a production-ready application router that allows DevOps teams to easily
program core functionality to control their traffic and achieve their business goals.

DevOps Problems and Solutions
Because LineRate makes it simple to interact with your application's network traffic

using JavaScript and the powerful Node.js environment, the coding examples are

essentially limitless. By leveraging the huge Node.js open-source module repository,

developers can simply implement many desired functions (databases, XML parsing,

and more) instead of creating them from scratch. LineRate takes care of

performance, scale, and manageability— and lets developers concentrate on

delivering value-added custom logic.

Following are three use cases that show many of the functions of the LineRate

application router:

A/B Testing: Bring external logic to a common testing paradigm.
Site Filtering: Scan external data to determine the most valid version of an
HTML page or site.
Traffic Replication: Provide a methodology to clone traffic from a production
environment to a staging environment.

1. A/B Testing

Business Problem

Testing new versions of a web application can be a challenge. Troubleshooting in a

staging environment using QA teams, test plans, and voluntary internal users is a

great start. But even with excellent internal testing, most applications still encounter

additional issues when the new version is deployed from staging to production,

which often results in a painful rollback of the application or infrastructure change

until fixes are available.

Solution

Using LineRate, organizations can take control of their application traffic,

transparently directing a portion of users or traffic to a staging environment.

LineRate makes it easy to increase or decrease the amount of traffic a staging

environment receives as operations gains confidence in the new version of the

application.

Steering Specific Users to Staging

With a short Node.js script, LineRate can enforce per-user steering decisions at the

network level. In the architecture diagram for this solution, LineRate extracts the

user's identity from a cookie in each request and then performs a high-performance

database lookup in a MySQL database to determine where to send the request, an

interaction provided by the open-source "mysql" module from the Node.js

community. The script automatically populates the database with users as they use

the application.

Below is the actual script that provides this A/B testing functionality:

var assert = require('assert'); 
var os = require('os'); 
var http = require('http'); 
var fpm = require('lrs/forwardProxyModule'); 
var vsm = require('lrs/virtualServerModule'); 
var mysql = require('mysql'); 
var Cookies = require('cookies'); 

var proxyhost = os.hostname(); 

var vs = vsm.find('Bugzilla'); 
var vs_a = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐A'); 
var vs_b = vsm.find('Bugzilla‐B'); 
var logged_in = false; 

// Log to a database 

var connection = mysql.createConnection({ 
host : '192.168.22.22', 
user : 'lros', 
password : 'test_password',

 database : 'abtesting' 

}); 

var onRequest = function(request, response, next ) { 
var cookie = new Cookies( request, response );

 var bugz_login = cookie.get("Bugzilla_login"); 

 if( !logged_in || !bugz_login ) { 
// Default action: Send to A

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return; 
}

 // Add the user to the database automatically if they don't already

exist 
connection.query('INSERT INTO abtest (userid, ip) select * FROM (SEL
ECT ' 

+ bugz_login + ', "' + request.connection.remoteAddress + '") as tmp
 \ 
WHERE NOT EXISTS(SELECT userid from abtest where 

userid=' + bugz_login + ')', function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err;

 // Use the database to decide which server to send this request to

 connection.query('SELECT opt_in from abtest where userid=' + bugz_l
ogin, 
function(err, rows, fields) {

 if (err) throw err; 
var opt_in = rows[0].opt_in; 
if( !opt_in ) {

 vs_a.newRequest(request, response, next);

 return;

 } else { 
vs_b.newRequest(request, response, next); 
return;

 } 
});

 }); 

}; 

// onRequest 

// MySQL keep‐alives, thanks to ScopeXL's post at https://github.com
/ 

felixge/node‐mysql/issues/225 

function keepAlive() { 
if( logged_in ) {

 connection.query('SELECT 1'); 
} 
} 

var onExist = function(vs) {

 if(vs.id == 'Bugzilla') {

 vs.on('request', onRequest);

 connection.connect();

 logged_in = true;

 // Set a keep‐alive

 setInterval(keepAlive, 60000);

 } 
}; 

vsm.on('exist', 'Bugzilla', onExist); 

2. Site Filtering

Business Problem

Most organizations need fine-grained control over their network and application

traffic. With so many different types of applications using HTTP as their transport,

simple packet filtering on TCP ports isn't sufficient anymore. Organizations need to

make complex, custom filtering and blocking decisions based on the content of

their HTTP traffic.

Solution

LineRate's full-proxy solution delivers the power to make those decisions by

allowing access to the HTTP application data through its high-performance data-

path scripting engine, which is powered by Node.js and JavaScript. Organizations

can even make queries to external services—such as databases and security

services—about every incoming request, while still maintaining high levels of

performance.

Wikipedia XML filtering architecture

Filtering Wikipedia

Wikipedia entries can be edited by both registered users and anonymous users. In

many cases, these anonymous users are advertising robots, vandals, or people with

an unwanted point of view to inject. This diagram demonstrates how easily a

custom content filter can be created that utilizes an external service API to make

decisions on each incoming request. The engineer who created this filter wrote it in

about four hours.

This sample script acts on any requests to Wikipedia flowing through LineRate and

accesses Wikipedia's page history API to filter out recent edits made by anonymous

users. Using a Node.js script installed on LineRate in forward proxy mode, the

LineRate system intercepts only requests destined for Wikipedia. All other web

traffic passes through unmodified. For each incoming request, it holds onto the

original request while it creates a new query to the external Wikipedia API for the

history of the article. The script uses the open source Node.js module "xml2js" to

parse the XML history received from Wikipedia.

If the most recent version of the article is a registered user, it now allows the original

user's request to flow through to Wikipedia unchanged. Otherwise, the script finds

the most recent article version in the XML article history that was made by a

registered user and then sends a response to the original user's request, redirecting

them to the (hopefully) more reputable version of the article.

Although this script is only for demonstration purposes, it shows how powerful it

can be to combine traffic filtering with information from an external service.

3. Traffic Replication

Business Problem

Web application development and test teams understand how difficult it is to

simulate real-world users and production traffic in their staging and test

environments. So when a new application version deploys into production, teams

hold their breath, waiting to see what issues real-world traffic will uncover.

Solution

LineRate helps organizations find issues earlier by replicating real-world production

traffic and sending it into staging or test environments. This allows developers to

identify and fix problems in less time—and then deploy their applications with

confidence.

Fine-Tune Your Application

A short Node.js script installed on LineRate makes it possible to send each web

request to both the production environment and the staging environment. The

response from the production environment is passed back to the user, as usual.

The response received from staging can be analyzed in a LineRate script, including

comparing it to the production response. But LineRate absorbs and discards the

staging response after analysis, so it doesn't affect production traffic at all, while

allowing the organization to fine-tune the application in a real-world situation.

Conclusion
When analyzing the needs for a developer-centric application router, organizations

should consider a solution that allows them to write code "out of the box" instead of

spending time becoming experts at solving difficult network problems in the areas of

availability, performance, and management.

The LineRate application router provides a high-performance, highly available, and

easily manageable solution to developers, which allows them to focus on the

programmability side of the equation. These same characteristics bring stability and

control to operations, allowing both groups to achieve their goals.

By meeting these dual requirements, LineRate enables the implementation of the

DevOps methodology and culture—and ultimately supports the organization's

business goals.
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